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A best-selling writer provides her proven formula to writing erotic stories that sell. You will learn how

to generate hundreds of story ideas, cover designs, and characters. How to get past writerâ€™s

block. How to use the monster mirroring technique. The most profitable keywords, word counts,

kinks. THE EROTICA HANDBOOK also includes a thesaurus with a mountain of sexy synonyms to

help speed up your writing.Working from home has never been easier, and erotica is the only genre

where new authors can price a short story at $2.99 and sell 100 copies in three weeks. THE

EROTICA HANDBOOK is the cutting-edge blueprint to obtaining pleasure and money. Donâ€™t

deny yourself the joy of making $200 while you sleep.
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Some useful information about the format of the short erotica, but the thing that I'm curious about is,

the author states she has been publishing for 4 years, but this is the only book on her author page.

It would help with credibility if the book included the link to one of her pen names so that we could

see for ourselves what she has written. It could even generate more sales as we check out her

catalogue.JR



On Wednesday, I ordered this book. On Thursday, I read it. On Sunday, I published my first story on

. Clearly written, to the point, and free of artifice, this book was a clear guide to approaching the

creation and publishing of erotica on . It does help if you know how to write, and understand scene

and sequel, and are comfortable putting your ideas on paper. I have no idea what Ms. Baker's pen

names are, but I'd love to read some of her work, based on this Handbook. Great job, Emily!

Very informative. The author wrote in a way that made me feel that they were sitting right next to

me. I think the author even copped a feel! The information gave me a lot of ideas and was very

motivating. Thank you!

Emily is truly to the point with this simple but helpful guide to breaking into the erotica genre and

becoming a working smut machine!From the cover to the glossary, she guides you through each

step of her process.

I read this in one evening. I learned tons from Ms. Baker and it couldn't have come at a better time. I

would recommend it to anyone who has ever considered writing in this genre.S. Tharp

This is the best of three books I read this weekend about writing erotica. Well written, full of clear

information, interesting and with advice that's easily implemented. Loved the section about coming

up with new ideas - really helpful and easy. Self-editing is recommended at first - I think it might

need a disclaimer that your self-edited books will suck! I'm not too sure about the underperforming

titles section as the author says to change everything about your book if it's not selling. This has

obviously worked for her but best advice would normally be to change one thing at a time and then

test so you know which change made the difference. Besides that, I heartily recommend this book.

Also appreciate that she didn't load up 100 pages at the end with one or more of her books, though I

do like to know the pen names of people who sell these kinds of books.Reading over this review it

sounds a bit negative but I'm not negative about this book at all. It was great and I recommend it to

any would-be erotica writer who wants to treat their publishing as a business.

This was a very quick and informative read for someone interested in writing erotica. There were a

few times I actually laughed out loud (Vulcan in the streets, Klingon in the streets. Ha!) I loved

Emily's writing style. Very personable, friendly and blunt. The explanations were clear and to the



point. There wasn't any time during reading when I thought "Okay, get to the good stuff now..." it

was ALL good stuff!

Very helpful, and common sense advice. The erotica niche is definitely a numbers game, and

anyone who has ever been in sales understands this concept well. I've always been considered a

decent writer and think this niche, being fast and dirty, will help me make enough money in a couple

years to be able to focus on the other more traditional niches I hope to write in. Thanks Emily.
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